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Abstract: We describe the origin and evolution of ideas on topological and poly-
nomial invariants and their interaction, in problems of classification of polynomial
vector fields. The concept of moduli space is discussed in the last section and we
indicate its value in understanding the dynamics of families of such systems. Our
interest here is in the concepts and the way they interact in the process of topolog-
ically classifying polynomial vector fields. We survey the literature giving an ample
list of references and we illustrate the ideas on the testing ground of families of qua-
dratic vector fields. In particular, the role of polynomial invariants is illustrated in
the proof of our theorem in the section next to last. These concepts have proven
their worth in a number of classification results, among them the most recent work
on the geometric classification of the whole class of quadratic vector fields, according
to their configurations of infinite singularities. An analog work including both finite
and infinite singularities of the whole quadratic class, joint work with J. C. Arte´s,
J. Llibre, and N. Vulpe, is in progress.
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1. Introduction
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We call degree of a system (S) (or of a vector field (1.1)) the integer
n = max(deg p, deg q). In particular we call quadratic, respectively cubic,
a differential system (S) with n = 2, respectively n = 3, and we denote
by QS the class of all quadratic systems. We denote by CS the family
of all cubic differential systems.
Such systems occur in many areas of applied mathematics which in
part motivates the study of these differential systems. On the other hand
they are also interesting for theoretical reasons. Indeed, hard problems
on polynomial differential systems, among them Hilbert’s 16th problem,
have been open for more than a century even for the quadratic case.
Two other problems on such systems were formulated over 120 years ago.
These are the problem of algebraic integrability of such systems (1891)
and the problem of the center (1885) which so far was only solved for
the quadratic case. Both problems were stated by H. Poincare´.
These problems are of a global nature and while the global study
of the whole quadratic class is not within reach at this time, quite a
few specific subfamilies of QS and some subfamilies of CS have been
successfully studied globally.
While elsewhere in mathematics invariants play a major role in classi-
fication problems, many articles on classification problems on polynomial
vector fields are rather oblivious of invariants.
The use of polynomial invariants in such classification problems was
firstly shown by the Chis¸ina˘u school founded by C. S. Sibirsky. In-
spired by Hilbert’s work on the classical theory of invariants for n-forms,
Sibirsky and his students developed a theory of invariants for polynomial
vector fields. In [45] the former student of Sibirsky, N. Vulpe, and his
student I. V. Nikolaev gave the classification of all possible configura-
tions of singularities at infinity for the whole quadratic class QS, for the
first time in terms of invariant polynomials.
Independently, the author and Pal studied globally the singularities
at infinity of the class QWF of quadratic systems possessing a weak
focus. The author’s work together with Pal was based on a specific
normal form of the systems and the classification was done in terms of
algebraic equalities and inequalities on these coefficients. While Vulpe
and Nikolaev used some artificially defined polynomial invariants which
were rather cumbersome and no geometry was used to help explain them,
in [53] Schlomiuk and Pal introduced some useful geometric global con-
cepts which helped in understanding their classification. Their work
however was not readily applicable to another normal form for the sys-
tems because their work was not done in terms of invariants. The authors
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realized that only a fusion of the two methods would lead to an under-
standable global geometric classification done in terms invariants and
hence not bound to a fixed normal form.
Thanks to the AUPELF program as well as to the help of CRM
funds, four people from the Chis¸ina˘u school including Vulpe travelled
to Montreal in 2000. This resulted in a collaboration of the author with
Vulpe who combined in [55] the two approaches: of global geometrical
concepts such as for example multiplicity divisors on the plane or on the
line at infinity in [53], and invariant polynomials such as they were used
in [55]. Due to the geometry introduced in [53], Vulpe and the author
simplified in [55] the invariants used in [45] so that the final classification
in terms of invariant polynomials became more transparent.
Much work on geometric classifications of families of polynomial vec-
tor fields followed, some done by the author in collaboration with Vulpe
([54], [56], [57], [58], [59], [61]), other work done by Vulpe together
with Arte´s and Llibre ([7], [9]) or by the author together with Arte´s,
Llibre, and Vulpe ([6]).
The first goal of this article is to trace the evolution of ideas in clas-
sification problems of families of polynomial vector fields, to clarify the
essential role played by topological and polynomial invariants in these
problems and to show how the interplay between the topological and
polynomial invariants provides us with a solid understanding of the ba-
sic properties of the families we want to classify. Another goal is to give
a very succinct critical survey of the results on classification problems
of planar polynomial vector fields. We illustrate in our last sections the
significance of introducing moduli spaces in this area of research. Our
aim was also to write in a self-contained manner, as much as possible, so
as to make this article accessible to anyone interested in these problems,
to encourage new work to be done by people not necessarily belonging to
the Sibirsky school, or to the author’s collaborators. With the exception
of the proof of the theorem in the section on bifurcations, where we had
to rely on results in [59] in order to show how invariant polynomials
work, we think this aim was attained.
After a short introduction, we describe in Section 2 the role of in-
variants in mathematical classification problems. In Section 3 we con-
sider classification problems of families of polynomial vector fields and
introduce the necessary notions. In this section we survey the results
on classification problems of families of low degree polynomial systems,
describe the significant role played by topological and polynomial invari-
ants in classifications problems on planar polynomial vector fields, as
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well as how they interact. We also show the role of polynomial invari-
ants in constructing bifurcation diagrams independent of normal forms
and raise questions leading us to moduli spaces in these global classifi-
cation problems.
2. Mathematical classification problems and the role of
invariants
2.1. Basic concepts. In a classification problem one starts with a set
of objects X and an equivalence relation ∼ on X . To solve the classifi-
cation problem of the objects of X with respect to ∼ means to present
a complete list of representatives of all equivalence classes of X which
is minimal, that is such that no equivalence class is represented twice
in the list or to put it differently, any two representatives in the list are
non-equivalent.
We emphasize here the importance of this second part of solving a
classification problem. Since objects could be quite complex, without
presenting a proof that the objects in the list are distinct, we may end
up with repetitions, without being able to see them due to the complexity
of the objects.
In a mathematical classification problem the elements ofX are mathe-
matical objects such as for example algebraic curves, topological spaces,
smooth manifolds, etc. In topology, one of the equivalence relations
which is considered is the homeomorphism of two topological spaces, and
the main problem is to establish if two given topological spaces X , Y
are homeomorphic or not. To see that they are, it suffices to construct a
homeomorphism f : X → Y . It is clearly much harder to prove that they
are not homeomorphic since this would mean proving that any bijection
g : X → Y is not a homeomorphism.
Given a set X endowed with an equivalence relation ∼, an invariant
on X with respect to ∼ is a map I : X → Y such that if x1 ∼ x2
then I(x1) = I(x2). In proving non-equivalence, a major role is played
by invariants. Indeed, to show that two elements a, b of X are not
equivalent, it then suffices to find and invariant I on X with respect
to ∼ such that I(a) 6= I(b).
Given a set X endowed with an equivalence relation ∼, we can form
the quotient set X/∼ of equivalence classes [a] = {b | b ∼ a} of X . The
canonical map X → X/∼ is clearly an invariant, the trivial invariant,
and any other invariant on X factors through this map.
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In many problems the equivalence is induced by a group action on X .
By this we mean firstly that we have a groupG and a map A : G×X → X
which respects the group law of G. We denote by gx the element A(g, x)
and we ask that i) g2(g1x) = (g2g1)x for every g1, g2 ∈ G and for every
x ∈ X , and that ii) ex = x for every x in X , e being the neutral element
of G. This is called a left group action. We say that two elements a, b
of X are equivalent with respect to the group action of G on X if and
only if there exists an element g of G such that b = ga. In this case we
say that we classify X with respect to the group action. The equivalence
class [a] of a is in this case called the orbit of a under the action of G.
The set Y for an invariant I : X → Y could be a set of numbers. For
example the map associating to every ellipse its largest semi-axis is an
invariant with respect to the action of the group of rigid motions (see
Example 1 below) and Y = R in this case. Here we have a very simple
example of an invariant. But in general the construction of invariants
could involve much more complicated mathematical objects. For ex-
ample this is the case for S. Donaldson’s invariants used to distinguish
between different smooth differential structures on 4-dimensional topo-
logical manifolds (see [34]). For this work Donaldson was awarded the
Fields medal in 1986.
By a complete set of invariants we understand a set of invariants
Ij : X → Yj , j ∈ J with respect to (X,∼) such that a ∼ b if and only if
for every j ∈ J we have Ij(a) = Ij(b).
2.2. Some examples.
Example 1. The group of rigid transformations of the plane acts on
the set of all conic curves. We recall that by a rigid transformations we
mean a map T : R2 → R2 which conserves distances. It is well known
that each such transformation is a combination of rotations, reflections
and translations. For every rigid motion M and conic C, we get the
conic MC obtained after applying to C the rigid motion M . A set of
representatives of the classification of real non-empty conics with respect
to this group action is formed by all ellipses x2/a2 + y2/b2 = 1, all
hyperbolas x2/a2 − y2/b2 = 1, all parabolas y − kx2 = 0, all reducible
conics x(y − kx) = 0, x(x − a) = 0, x2 = 0, x2 + y2 = 0 with a, b, c > 0.
Example 2. Let Aff(2,R) be the group of affine transformations of the
plane. Then this group acts on the set X of real, non-empty conics
too. A set of representatives of this group action on X is formed by
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the following 6 conics: x2 + y2 = 1, x2 − y2 = 1, y − x2 = 0, xy = 0,
x(x− 1) = 0 and x2 + y2 = 0.
Observation. We note that as the group of transformations acting on a
set X becomes larger, the orbits become larger which results in fewer
equivalence classes.
Example 3. On the set of real, non-empty projective conics acts the
group PGL(3,R) of all projective transformations on the projective plane
PR
2. A set of representatives is formed by the conic Z2 −XY = 0 and
the reducible conics XY = 0, X(X −Z) = 0, X2 = 0 and X2 + Y 2 = 0.
Example 4. Consider the set of two-dimensional connected, compact,
orientable, topological manifolds. The topological classification of these
manifolds with respect to the homeomorphism equivalence relation is
given by the following theorem:
Every compact, connected, orientable two-dimensional topological mani-
fold is a sphere with g handles.
Here the number g of handles is a topological invariant, the number
of holes of the compact surface. The singleton {g} is a complete set
of invariants. Apparently this classification was known since the 19-th
century. A proof can be found in the book of Seifert and Threlfall [63].
Example 5. A greatly more complicated example is the classification
of smooth, compact, connected, three-dimensional manifolds which was
only recently completed by G. Perelman based on the geometrization
conjecture of W. Thurston and on work done by R. Hamilton on the Ricci
flow (see [65]). The proof of this conjecture also solves the problem of
Poincare´ that any 3-dimensional compact topological manifold for which
any loop can be continuously deformed to a point is homeomorphic to
the 3-dimensional sphere.
The problem of listing all smooth structures on four-dimensional topo-
logical manifolds is open. It is known that some four-dimensional topo-
logical manifolds do not admit smooth structures (see [65]).
Other examples of classification problems which were solved are: the
classification of compact Riemann surfaces with respect to biholomor-
phical equivalence relation and the classification of finite simple groups
with respect to isomorphism.
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3. Classification problems on planar polynomial vector
fields
3.1. A general discussion. Let X be a specific family of planar poly-
nomial vector fields which we consider equipped with the topological
equivalence relation, defined as follows:
Two polynomial differential systems S1 and S2 are topologically equiva-
lent if and only if there exists a homeomorphism of the plane carrying
the oriented phase curves of S1 to the oriented phase curves of S2 and
preserving the orientation.
To every polynomial differential system we associate its phase portrait
which is the partition of the plane into oriented phase curves. Clearly if
we reverse the time we get the same phase curves but with reversed ori-
entation. When listing all phase portraits of a given family of systems,
it is then convenient to list only one of the two portraits which both
induce the same foliation with singularities. By reversing the orienta-
tion, another phase portrait of the family is obtained. For this reason
sometimes authors prefer to use the following equivalence relation:
Two polynomial differential systems S1 and S2 are topologically equiva-
lent if and only if there exists a homeomorphism of the plane carrying the
phase curves of S1 to the phase curves of S2 and preserving or reversing
(globally) the orientation.
The first definition is the one commonly used and it is in some sense
the better notion as it preserves stability, or instability, of singularities.
But people working on classifying systems belonging to specific families
prefer the second notion because it cuts in half the number of phase
portraits to be exhibited.
The first successful articles on classifying families of planar polynomial
systems were done by Sibirsky and Vulpe, one published in 1975 [74] and
another in 1977 [75]. A few unsuccessful attempts to classify quadratic
systems with a center were done before 1975 (see [52] for a history of
this problem and for references). Vulpe’s article [69] published in 1983
contained the first correct classification for this important class of all
quadratic systems with a center. Vulpe not only listed there all 31 phase
portraits of this family but also gave necessary and sufficient conditions
in terms of polynomial invariants for the realization of each one of the
phase portraits, when the center is placed at the origin.
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Thirty years have passed since the publication of this article and in
this period of time over 50 articles appeared solving classification prob-
lems for quadratic or cubic differential systems. These articles are of
two kinds: those listing phase portraits but without proving with the
help of topological invariants that the lists contain topologically dis-
tinct phase portraits and without characterizing the phase portraits in
terms of polynomial invariants; those proving that the phase portraits
are indeed distinct and characterizing each phase portrait in terms of
polynomial invariants.
Strictly speaking the articles do not actually list phase portraits since
these would be impossible to draw, containing all oriented phase curves.
Instead the articles list the separatrix configurations as defined by Mar-
kus in [43]. But giving the separatrix configuration suffices since from it
the corresponding phase portrait is immediately grasped so that we can
actually say that the phase portraits are listed.
By a separatrix configuration of a C1 planar differential system we un-
derstand a collection of curves consisting of separatrices and one oriented
phase curve from each canonical region.
The separatrix configuration is a topological invariant, i.e. it is an
invariant with respect to the topological equivalence relation.
A separatrix configuration could contain many curves which makes
it sometimes hard to see in some cases if two separatrix configurations
are or not homeomorphic. Finer topological invariants are necessary for
this. As we mentioned in the preceding section, to solve a classification
problem means to present a list of representatives for which a proof is
given that any two objects in the list are not equivalent. Since some of
the articles do not explicitly prove that the phase portraits are in fact
non-equivalent, occasionally, in the lists of phase portraits a separatrix
configuration appears listed twice. Sometimes Erratum or Corrigendum
papers appeared adjusting the results. Thus the classification articles
fall in two categories: A) those using only the separatrix configuration
invariant and without proofs that the lists presented contain only non-
equivalent objects and B) those using finer invariants (topological or
algebraic) with the help of which proofs are given that the lists of rep-
resentatives are minimal, i.e. contain only non-equivalent objects.
The classifications are based on specific normal forms and they are
done in terms of equalities and inequalities expressed in terms of the
coefficients of these normal forms which are a basic tool for obtaining
these classifications. They are so chosen as to be well adapted for the
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specific families we want to classify. In general, for studying globally a
family of systems, more than just one normal form is usually needed.
Thus there arises the problem of gluing two such normal forms. But this
gluing is not always done. Some authors just list portraits according
to the specific normal forms which results in listing twice or even more
times the same phase portrait, once for each one of the normal forms,
in case the domains of definition of these normal forms overlap (see for
example [48], [17]) so that we end up having numerous lists. Transferring
the results from one normal form to another is usually not done and
the results are stated in terms of the coefficients of the various fixed
normal forms. When our studies are done in invariant form, i.e. are
independent of the normal forms in which the systems are presented, the
results obtained from distinct normal forms are integrated. While some
topological invariants are difficult if not even impossible to compute,
others such as the polynomial invariants (see Subsection 3.4) can easily
be computed allowing us to glue results. During the past twelve years
collaborations of the Chis¸ina˘u school founded by Sibirsky, the Barcelona
school and the author was made possible and classifications where both
geometric methods and algebraic ones involving polynomial invariants
were obtained and this kind of work is now in full progress.
3.2. Brief survey of results on classification problems of low
degree polynomial differential systems. In topology we first had
the theorem classifying compact connected orientable two-dimensional
topological manifolds. These surfaces admit only one smooth structure
so that this also gives the classification of their two-dimensional smooth
structures. The analog theorem for three-dimensional smooth manifolds
was only recently proved by Perelman (see [65]). In the four-dimensional
case the problem is open.
Turning now to classification problems of planar polynomial vector
fields, naturally the first cases considered were the ones on the lowest de-
grees, that is the quadratic and cubic differential systems. The problem
of classifying topologically the whole quadratic class QS is a very hard
one, still open today. There is a tendency to look upon quadratic system
as being very simple which they are indeed, being the simplest ones apart
from the linear ones. But going too far in this kind of evaluation could
be very treacherous and leading to errors. This occurs when one uses the
term “simple” thinking in fact about the whole quadratic class or one of
its large subfamily. These are in general very hard classifying problems,
especially so for the whole quadratic family. The class QS depends on
five parameters modulo the action of the group of affine transformations
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and time rescaling. This large number of parameters explains only in
part why this problem is so hard. The problem is difficult also because
of the elusive nature of limit cycles. But even when we leave aside the
limit cycles, by considering the problem of classifying QS modulo limit
cycles (that is when all limit cycles around one singularity are collapsed
to that singularity), this problem is still open today.
It is expected that the topological classification of the family of all
quadratic systems would lead to a finite number of phase portraits esti-
mated to be over two thousand.
The earliest (correct) work was done for quadratic homogeneous sys-
tems, for which the polynomials p, q are quadratic homogeneous polyno-
mials (see [74], [75]). These articles were followed by numerous others
among them those we mention below. We do not claim that our lists
are complete but they contain the articles published by the Chis¸ina˘u
and Barcelona schools and by myself, alone or with collaborators. As
in this work we are interested in invariants and their use in classifica-
tion problems, we single out the classification articles which do not use
other invariants than the phase portraits (category A) defined earlier)
from those in which finer topological or polynomial invariants are used
(category B) defined earlier). We first list below the families classified
in papers of the category A) and indicate the corresponding references.
Some of these families are defined by a specific property which often
involves the number or the nature of the singularities of the systems as
we indicate below:
• Quadratic systems with a center, [51], [76], [47].
• Systems without any finite real singularity (these are called chordal
systems), [26], [18].
• Systems with a unique finite singularity, [24].
• Systems with a focus and one anti-saddle, [3].
• Systems with a third order weak focus, [40].
• Quadratic and cubic systems with all points at infinity as singu-
larities, [27].
• Quadratic systems with a higher order singularity with two zero
eigenvalues, [31].
Some families are defined as having a Darboux first integral (or a Dar-
boux inverse integrating factor) having one of the following properties:
• A rational first integral, [38], [39], [36].
• A polynomial first integral, [25].
• A rational first integral of degree 2 or rational first integral of
degree 3, [15], [16], [38], [39].
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• Quadratic systems with a polynomial inverse integrating factor,
[22].
Other families are defined by one of the following properties:
• Quadratic Hamiltonian systems, [2], [4].
• Bounded quadratic systems, [23], [35].
• Reversible Darboux integrable quadratic systems, [37].
• Cubic systems which are defined by homogeneous polynomials,
[21].
• Cubic systems with homogeneous nonlinearities, [14].
• The reduced cubic Kukles systems with a center, [50].
• Cubic systems with canonical period annuli, [19].
• Cubic systems symmetric with respect to a center, [49].
• A class of reversible cubic systems with centers, [20].
• Quadratic systems which are structurally stable modulo limit cy-
cles, i.e. limit cycles around one singularity are collapsed to that
singularity, [1].
• Structurally stable quadratic foliations, [32].
• Semi-linear quadratic systems, i.e. one equation is defined by a
polynomial of the form ax+ by, [41].
All papers in the category B) not only give the lists of phase portraits
but also for each phase portrait, invariant necessary and sufficient con-
ditions are given for its realization. The fact that these conditions are
expressed in invariant form means that no matter how a system is pre-
sented, one can easily check if this system belongs to the family and if it
does, then what is its phase portrait. We indicate below the references
according to the specific properties defining the families.
Families of quadratic or cubic systems defined by properties involving
singularities:
• Quadratic systems with a center, [69].
• Quadratic systems with an integrable saddle, [8].
• Quadratic systems with a symmetry center and simple infinite sin-
gular points, [42].
• Quadratic systems with a unique finite singular point of multiplic-
ity two, possessing two zero eigenvalues, [44].
• Quadratic systems with the line at infinity filled up with singular-
ities, [59].
• Quadratic systems without finite singularities, [67].
• Quadratic systems with a single finite singularity which in addition
is simple, [68].
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• Quadratic systems with a finite singular point of multiplicity 4,
[73], [66].
• Quadratic systems with a singular point of multiplicity 3, [72].
Other families are defined by one of the following properties:
• Quadratic Hamiltonian systems, [33].
• Quadratic systems with invariant lines of total multiplicity greater
than or equal to four, [56], [58], [60], [54], [57].
• Quadratic Lotka–Volterra differential systems, [61], [62].
• Quadratic systems of Darboux type, [71].
• Homogeneous quadratic systems, [74], [75].
In this second category B) of systems we also have classifications of
the whole quadratic class according to two equivalence relations:
• The topological equivalence in neighborhoods of infinity of two
quadratic systems, [45], [55].
• The geometrical equivalence of two quadratic systems according to
their singularities at infinity, [6].
The geometrical equivalence relation is finer than the topological one,
i.e. if two systems are geometrically equivalent according to their singu-
larities at infinity, they are also topological equivalent in neighborhoods
of infinity.
3.3. Topological invariants. Up to now we mentioned only one topo-
logical invariant, namely the separatrix configuration. If a family of
systems has only a small number of phase portraits and these are not
very complicated then this invariant is sufficient. For example for the
set QW3 of all quadratic differential systems possessing a third order
weak focus [40] we found only 18 distinct phase portraits which are all
rather simple and we can easily see that they are distinct just by looking
at their separatrix configurations. If the phase portraits are numerous
and more complex, to distinguish phase portraits by using the separatrix
configuration invariant is more difficult. It is important in this case to
use simpler invariants to distinguish phase portraits. Simpler topologi-
cal invariants were used for example in [62]. We indicate below some of
these simpler invariants.
I. Singularities, invariant lines, multiplicities and indices:






= the number Nf of all distinct finite singularities having
a total multiplicity Tm;
• deg J = the sum of the indices of all finite singularities of the
systems;
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• N sing
AIL
= total number of affine invariant lines filled up with
singularities;
• N∞ = total number of infinite distinct singularities.
II. Connections of separatrices:
• #SCss = total number of connections of a finite saddle to a
finite saddle;
• #SCSs = total number of connections of a finite saddle to an
infinite saddle;
• #SCSNs = total number of connections of a finite saddle to an
infinite saddle-node;
• #SCssn = total number of connections of a finite saddle-node
to a finite saddle;
• #SCSsn = total number of connections of a finite saddle-node
to an infinite saddle;
• #SCSNsn = total number of connections of a finite saddle-node
to an infinite saddle-node;
• #SCS
sn(hh) = total number of separatrices dividing the two
hyperbolic sectors of finite saddle-nodes, going to infinite sad-
dles;
• #SCSNsn(hh) = total number of separatrices dividing the two
hyperbolic sectors of finite saddle-nodes connecting with sep-
aratrices of infinite saddle-nodes;
• #SepSN(HH) = total number of separatrices of infinite saddle-
nodes located in the affine part of the plane and dividing the
two hyperbolic sectors.
III. The number of separatrices or orbits leaving from or ending at a
singular point:
• M n˜sep = max{sep(n˜) | n˜ is a node}, where sep(n˜) is the number
of separatrices leaving from or ending at a finite node n˜;
• M s˜n˜sep = max{sep(s˜n˜) | s˜n˜ is a node}, where sep(s˜n˜) is the
number of separatrices leaving from or ending at a finite saddle-
node s˜n˜;
• Morb = max{orb(p) | p is a finite singularity}, where orb(p) is
the number of orbits leaving from or arriving at p;
• MORB = max{orb(p1, p2) | p1, p2 are infinite singularities},
where orb(p1, p2) is the number of orbits connecting p1 with p2.
Simpler topological invariants are very useful once separatrix config-
urations are found, since they allow us to distinguish them. Topological
invariants are in general very hard to calculate from the coefficients of
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the systems (for example the topological invariant defined as the num-
ber of limit cycles of a polynomial vector field). Only occasionally, using
analytic tools, we can calculate the exact number of limit cycles. Poly-
nomial invariants (see the next two sections) can easily be calculated
and therefore they are of great help in qualitative studies.
3.4. The affine group action on polynomial vector fields. Con-
sider real planar polynomial differential systems (S). We denote by PS
the set of all planar polynomial systems (S) of a fixed degree n. On the




(g, S) −→ S˜ = gS.
This action is defined as follows:
Consider an affine transformation g ∈ Aff(2,R), g : R2 −→ R2. For






















where M = ||Mij || is a 2 × 2 nonsingular matrix and B is a 2 × 1 ma-
trix over R. For every S ∈ PS we can form its induced transformed














(p ◦ g−1)(x˜, y˜)
(q ◦ g−1)(x˜, y˜)
)
.
The map (3.1) verifies the axioms for a left group action. For every
subgroup G ⊆ Aff(2,R) we have an induced action of G on PS.
Definition 3.1. Consider a subset A of PS and a subgroup G of
Aff(2,R). We say that the subset A is invariant with respect to the
group G if for every g in G and for every system S in A the transformed
system gS is also in A.
We can identify the set of systems in PS with a subset of Rm via the
embedding PS ↪→ Rm which associates to each system (S) in PS the
m-tuple (a00, . . . ,b0n) of its coefficients. We denote by R
m
A the image of
the subset A of PS under the embedding PS ↪→ Rm.
For every g ∈ Aff(2,R) let rg : Rm −→ Rm be the map which corre-
sponds to g via this embedding. We know (cf. [64]) that rg is linear and
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that the map r : Aff(2,R) −→ GL(m,R) thus obtained is a group homo-
morphism. For every subgroup G of Aff(2,R), r induces a representation
of G onto a subgroup G of GL(m,R).
The group Aff(2,R) acts onQS and this yields an action of this group
on R12. For every subgroup G of Aff(2,R), r induces a representation
of G onto a subgroup G of GL(12,R).
This group action yields an equivalence relation on PS, namely two
systems S1, S2 are affinely equivalent when there is an affine transfor-
mation sending S1 to S2. The orbit Orb(S) of a system S under the
action of the group is the affine equivalence class of S.
3.5. Polynomial invariants. A very useful concept is the notion of
polynomial invariant. This kind of invariant sends a polynomial differ-
ential system with coefficients a = (a00, a10, . . . , b0n) to a polynomial U
belonging to the ring R[a00, a10, . . . , b0n, x, y]. If g is an affine trans-
formation and Sa is the system with coefficients a then let gSa be the
transformed system of Sa via g and let us denote its sequence of co-
efficients ga. Then this polynomial U is an invariant with respect to
affine equivalence if and only if for every system Sa and every transfor-
mation g we have: U(ga, g(x, y)) = U(a, x, y). This notion however is a
too restrictive for classification purposes. Allowing the second term to
contain a factor of the form det(g)−χ, with χ ∈ Z, the systems to move
in a subset A and the group to be a subgroup G of the affine group we
obtain the more general notion defined below:
Definition 3.2. A polynomial U(a, x, y) ∈ R[a, x, y] is called a comitant
with respect to (A, G), where A is an affine invariant subset of PS and
G is a subgroup of Aff(2,R), if there exists χ ∈ Z such that for every
(g, a) ∈ G× RmA the following identity holds in R[x, y]:
U(rg(a), g(x, y)) ≡ (det g)
−χU(a, x, y),
where det g = detM . If the polynomial U does not explicitly depend on
x and y then it is called invariant. The number χ ∈ Z is called the weight
of the comitant U(a, x, y). If G = GL(2,R) (or G = Aff(2,R)) and
A = PS then the comitant U(a, x, y) is called GL-comitant (respectively,
affine comitant).
These comitants will also be called polynomial invariants. In fact
these are the polynomial invariants with which we work.
Definition 3.3. A subset X ⊂ Rm will be called G-invariant, if for
every g ∈ G we have rg(X) ⊆ X .
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Let T (2,R) be the subgroup of Aff(2,R) formed by translations. Con-
sider the linear representation of T (2,R) into its corresponding subgroup
T ⊂ GL(m,R), i.e. for every τ ∈ T (2,R), τ : x = x˜ + α, y = y˜ + β we
consider as above rτ : R
m −→ Rm.
Definition 3.4. A comitant U(a, x, y) with respect to (A, G) is
called a T -comitant if for every (τ, a) ∈ T (2,R) × RmA the identity
U(rτ (a), τ(x, y)) = U(a, x˜, y˜) holds in R[x˜, y˜].
Definition 3.5. The polynomial U(a, x, y) ∈ R[a, x, y] has well deter-
mined sign on V ⊂ Rm with respect to x, y if for every fixed a ∈ V ,
the polynomial function U(a, x, y) is not identically zero on V and has
constant sign outside its set of zeroes on V .
Observation 3.1. We draw attention to the fact, that if a T -comitant
U(a, x, y) with respect to (A, G) of even weight (see Definition 3.2 above)
is a binary form in x, y, of even degree in the coefficients of (S) and has
well determined sign on the affine invariant algebraic subset RmA then
this property is conserved by any affine transformation and the sign is
conserved.
We define here below some polynomial invariants, some of which will
be used later.
Consider real quadratic systems, i.e. systems of the form:
(S)
{
x˙ = p0 + p1(a, x, y) + p2(a, x, y) ≡ p(a, x, y),
y˙ = q0 + q1(a, x, y) + q2(a, x, y) ≡ q(a, x, y)
with max(deg(p), deg(q)) = 2 and
p0=a00, p1(a, x, y)=a10x+a01y, p2(a, x, y)=a20x
2+2a11xy + a02y
2,
q0=b00, q1(a, x, y)=b10x+b01y, q2(a, x, y)=b20x
2+ 2b11xy+b02y
2,
where a=(a00, a10, a01, a20, a11, a02, b00, b10, b01, b20, b11, b02) is the 12-tu-
ple of the coefficients of an arbitrary system (S) and denote R[a, x, y] =
R[a00, a10, a01, a20, a11, a02, b00, b10, b01, b20, b11, b02, x, y].
Notation 3.2. We denote by a = (a00, a10, . . . ,b02) a specific point in R
12
and we keep aij and bij as parameters. Each particular system (S) yields
an ordered 12-tuple a of its coefficients.
Let us consider the polynomials
(3.2)
Ci(a, x, y) = ypi(a, x, y)−xqi(a, x, y) ∈ R[a, x, y], i=0, 1, 2,






qi(a, x, y) ∈ R[a, x, y], i=1, 2.
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As it was shown in [64] the polynomials
(3.3)
{
C0(a, x, y), C1(a, x, y), C2(a, x, y), D1(a), D2(a, x, y)
}
of degree one in the coefficients of systems (S) are GL-comitants of these
systems.
Notation 3.3. Let f, g ∈ R[a, x, y] and













(f, g)(k) ∈ R[a, x, y] is called the transvectant of index k of (f, g) (cf. [29],
[46]).
Theorem 3.1 (see [70]). Any GL-comitant of systems (S) can be con-
structed from the elements of the set (3.3) by using the operations: +,
−, ×, and by applying the differential operation (∗, ∗)(k).
Remark 3.4. We point out that the elements of the set (3.3) generate
the whole set of GL-comitants and hence also the set of affine comitants
as well as of set of the T -comitants.
Notation 3.5. Consider the polynomial Φα,β=αP+βQ∈R[a,X, Y, Z, α, β]
where P = Z2p(X/Z, Y/Z), Q = Z2q(X/Z, Y/Z), p, q ∈ R[a, x, y] and
max(deg(x,y) p, deg(x,y) q) = 2. Then
Φα,β = c11(a, α, β)X
2 + 2c12(a, α, β)XY + c22(a, α, β)Y
2














We construct the following T -comitants:
Notation 3.6.
(3.6)
B3(a, x, y) = (C2, D)
(1) = det [Jacobian (C2, D)] ,
B2(a, x, y) = (B3, B3)
(2) − 6B3(C2, D)
(3),
B1(a) = Resx (C2, D) /y
9 = −2−93−8 (B2, B3)
(4)
.
As an example of a result using these polynomials we mention the
following lemma proved in [54]:
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Lemma 3.1 (see [54]). For the existence of invariant affine straight lines
in one (respectively two; three distinct) directions in the affine plane it
is necessary that B1 = 0 (respectively B2 = 0; B3 = 0).
Let us consider the following GL-comitants of systems (S):
Notation 3.7.
(3.7)










p2(x, y), q2(x, y)
)]
,
















Remark 3.8. We note that by the discriminant of the cubic form
C2(a, x, y) we mean the expression given in Maple via the function
“discrim(C2, x)/y
6”.
The geometrical meaning of these invariant polynomials is revealed
by the next three lemmas (see [54]).
Lemma 3.2. Let (S) ∈ QS and let a ∈ R12 be its 12-tuple of coefficients.
The common points of P = 0 and Q = 0 (P , Q are the homogenizations
of p, q) on the line Z = 0 are given by the common linear factors over C
of p2 and q2. This yields the geometrical meaning of the comitants µ0,
K and H:
gcd(p2(x, y), q2(x, y))=

constant ⇔ µ0(a) 6=0;
bx+cy ⇔ µ0(a)=0
and K(a, x, y) 6= 0;
(bx+cy)(dx+ey) ⇔ µ0(a)=0, K(a, x, y)=0
and H(a, x, y) 6= 0;
(bx+ cy)2 ⇔ µ0(a)=0, K(a, x, y)=0
and H(a, x, y) = 0,
where bx+ cy, dx+ ey ∈ C[x, y] are some linear forms and be− cd 6= 0.
Lemma 3.3. A necessary condition for the existence of one couple
(respectively, two couples) of parallel invariant straight lines of a sys-
tem (S) corresponding to a ∈ R12 is the condition θ(a) = 0 (respectively,
N(a, x, y) = 0).
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Lemma 3.4. The form of the divisor DC(S,Z) (see [55]) for sys-
tems (S) is determined by the corresponding conditions indicated in Ta-
ble 1, where we write ωc1 + ω
c





complex but not real.
Table 1
Case Form of DC(S,Z)
Necessary and sufficient
conditions on the comitants
1 ω1 + ω2 + ω3 η > 0
2 ωc1 + ω
c
2 + ω3 η < 0
3 2ω1 + ω2 η = 0, M 6= 0
4 3ω M = 0, C2 6= 0
5 DC(S,Z) undefined C2 = 0
Some invariant polynomials could be defined using the differential




















































In [10] it is shown that if a polynomial U ∈ R[a, x, y] is a GL-comitant
of system (S) then L(U) is also a GL-comitant.
So, by using this operator and theGL-comitant µ0(a) = Resx(p2(x, y),
q2(x, y))/y
4 we construct the following polynomials:
(3.8)
µi(a, x, y) =
1
i!




These polynomials are in fact GL-comitants of systems (S). The geomet-
rical meaning of the GL-comitants µi(a, x, y), i = 0, 1, . . . , 4 is revealed
by the next two lemmas (see [55]).
Lemma 3.5. The system P (X,Y, Z) = Q(X,Y, Z) = 0 possesses exactly
four solutions counted with the multiplicities. Then m (1 ≤ m ≤ 4) of
these solutions lie on Z = 0 if and only if for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}
we have µi(a, x, y) = 0 and µm(a, x, y) 6= 0 as polynomials in R[x, y].
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Lemma 3.6. A quadratic system (S) is degenerate (i.e. gcd(p, q) 6=
constant) if and only if µi(a, x, y) = 0 as polynomials in R[x, y] for
every i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.
Using the transvectant differential operator (3.4) and the invariant
polynomials (3.2), (3.5) and (3.7) constructed earlier, we can define the









H2(a, x, y) = (C1, 2H −N)
(1) − 2D1N,





















H6(a, x, y) = 16N
2(C2, D)



































H12(a, x, y) = (D,D)
(2) ≡ Hessian(D),
N1(a, x, y) = C1(C2, C2)
(2) − 2C2(C1, C2)
(2),



















G1(a) = ((C2, E˜)
(2), D2)
(1),
G2(a) = 8H8 − 9H5,
G3(a) = (µ0 − η)H1 − 6η(H4 + 12H10),
where in the formula for G1, E˜ = [D1(2ω1−ω2)−3(C1, ω1)(1)−D2(3ω3+
D1D2)]/72, ω1 = (C2, D2)
(1), ω2 = (C2, C2)
(2) and ω3 = (C1, D2)
(1).
3.6. Interaction between topological and polynomial invariants.
On polynomial vector fields, we have the topological equivalence relation
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and also the affine equivalence relation. We also have the equivalence
relation induced by the larger group Aff(2,R)×R∗ of affine transforma-
tions and time rescaling.
We say that two planar polynomial vector fields are equivalent via the
group Aff(2,R)×R∗ if and only if there exists an affine transformation
and a time homothety transforming the first vector field into the second
by this transformation.
Both the second and third equivalence relations are strictly finer than
the topological one. Indeed, for example if two systems are affinely
equivalent then clearly they are also topologically equivalent but not
necessarily viceversa. So each topological equivalence class splits into
several (usually an infinite number of) equivalence classes by this affine
group action. However, assuming we list all equivalence classes via this
group action, then we could also get by further identification the topo-
logical equivalence classes.
The topological invariants are difficult and even often impossible to
calculate. However, the polynomial invariants under the group action
could easily be computed using symbolic computations. This yields a
powerful tool for the qualitative study of polynomial vector fields, a
thing which was observed by C. S. Sibirsky, the founder of the algebraic
invariant theory of polynomial vector fields. The polynomial invariants
were sufficient for the classification and even for the determination of
the bifurcation diagram in the 12-dimensional space of coefficients of the
systems for quite a number of families of quadratic vector fields as we
previously indicated.
Once a minimal list of phase portraits is found for a family of poly-
nomial vector fields, a natural question to ask is:
What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the realization of
each one of the phase portraits in this list?
For a number of families of polynomial vector fields this problem was
completely solved by using polynomial invariants (see for example [56],
[57], [59], [62]). For these as well as for other families, the polynomial
invariants were sufficient to obtain the topological classification. In gen-
eral, the polynomial invariants need however to be used in conjunction
with other methods, analytical, geometric and numerical, to obtain full
results (see for example [5]).
3.7. Normal forms and bifurcation diagrams. Another problem is
to find out how phase portraits change when we move in the parameter
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space. The drawing of the bifurcation diagram gives, as we shall see
below, only a partial answer to this question. We recall that a bifurcation
diagram is essentially the splitting of the parameter space into distinct
parts, separated by bifurcation strata formed by points of bifurcation,
i.e. points in the neighborhood of which there are at least two distinct
phase portraits.
If a normal form for a family depends on m parameters, then the
bifurcation diagram can be drawn in Rm. But not always the parameter
space is Rm or one of its subspaces. Sometimes it is a manifold requiring
several charts or even a more complicated space.
Let us consider for example the familyQC of quadratic systems with a
center. Placing the center at the origin, any such system can be brought
by affine transformations and time rescaling to the Kapteyn–Bautin nor-
mal form (see for example [12]):
dx/dt = −y − bx2 − Cxy − dy2, dy/dt = x+ ax2 +Axy − ay2.
This normal form depends on 5 parameters but because we can also
rescale (x, y) 7→ (λx, λy), λ ∈ R\ {0} the parameter space is here a
4-dimensional manifold, the projective space PR4, where we need to
work with 5 charts. Each system in the union of the family QWF of
quadratic systems possessing a weak focus with the family QC can be
brought to this normal form by first placing the weak focus or the center
at the origin and then acting with the group.
It turns out that the family QC is the union of the following families
of systems (see [51]):
The class SymC of symmetric systems with a center; the family L-
V-C of the so called Lotka–Volterra systems with center defined further
below; the class Ham of the Hamiltonian systems with center and the
familyCod4 of the codimension 4 systems with center, which are charac-
terized by having two invariant algebraic curves: an irreducible singular
cubic curve and a conic, more precisely a parabola whose point at infinity
is the singular point of the cubic (see [51]).
In the parameter space PR4 considered above, the systems with a
center form an algebraic set which splits into four irreducible components
defined by the following sets of conditions which correspond to SymC,
L-V-C, Ham, Cod4: a = 0 = C for systems in SymC; a = 0 = b+d =
0, the class of systems which can be brought to this canonical form via
an affine transformation and time rescaling is called in the literature the
Lotka–Volterra class of systems with a center, denoted here by L-V-C;
C + 2a = 0 = A− 2b for systems in Ham; C + 2a = 0 = A+ 3b+ 5d =
a2 + bd+ 2d2 for systems in Cod4.
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The first three families are planes in PR4 and the last family is a conic
situated in the plane C + 2a = 0 = A + 3b + 5d of PR4. In each one
of the planes only three parameters are involved: for systems in SymC
these are b, A, d; for those in Ham they are a, b, A and for those in
L-V-C they are C, A, b.
In the author’s view to call the systems in the family L-V-C the
Lotka–Volterra systems with center is to use a misnomer. This termi-
nology, was introduced in [76] for the family of systems which using our
coordinates is defined by the equations a = 0 and b+d = 0. In general in
the literature, the term Lotka–Volterra was used for quadratic systems
which have at least two real invariant lines. Taking the affine part of the
projective plane defined by the equations a = 0 and b+ d = 0, by taking
d = 1 and hence b = −1 and letting the remaining parameters satisfy
C2 +4b(A+ b) < 0 (this clearly defines an open set in this affine plane),
we have systems which have only one real invariant line, i.e. y− 1/A = 0
for A 6= 0. They also have two complex, non-real invariant lines which
are given by the equations: (C ±
√
C2 + 4b(A+ b)) x/2− by + 1 = 0.
So an open set in PR2 defined by a = 0 = b+d are not Lotka–Volterra
systems since they do not have two real invariant lines. In fact out of
the 7 phase portraits of the so-called Lotka–Volterra quadratic systems
with a center only 3 are Lotka–Volterra.
Although it would be natural to denote by L-V-C the class of all
Lotka–Volterra systems (i.e. systems which have at least two real invari-
ant lines) which have a center, we do not do this here, not to conflict
with the terminology in the literature and in particular with [76]. We
stress that, as already indicated above, in this work we use the nota-
tion L-V-C to denote the family of systems which can be reduced by
affine transformations and time rescaling to the Kapteyn–Bautin normal
form with a = 0 = b+ d, analogously to the terminology in [76].
To visualize the bifurcation diagram of QC we work with each case
separately (see [51]). In each one of the cases SymC, L-V-C, Ham,
using the above normal form, we get a parameter space which is the real
projective plane PR2. These bifurcation diagrams can be seen in [51].
These building blocks of the bifurcation diagram of QC are glued in PR4
along the intersection of these four strata. For example SymC and L-
V-C are glued together along the line contained in the hyperplane a = 0
defined by the equations b + d = 0 and C = 0. We obtain in this
way the bifurcation diagram of this family within the space PR4. But
this bifurcation diagram does not accurately convey to us some of the
important phenomena occurring in QC as we explain below.
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Consider the system S: dx/dt = −y − x2, dy/dt = x − xy belonging
to the family SymC and for which the parameters in PR4 are A = −1,
b = 1 and C = 0 = a = d. For this system we thus have b + d = 1 6= 0
and hence S does not belong to the projective plane a = 0 = b+d of the
family L-V-C in our parameter space PR4. Also S cannot be perturbed
within PR4 so as to get a system in the plane a = 0 = b + d. Indeed
the only systems in the plane a = 0 = C which can be perturbed within
the plane a = 0 = b+ d are those of the common line of the two planes
and S does not belong to this line. Thus no sequence of elements of
L-V-C contained in our parameter space could have as a limit point the
system S. However, as we shall later see, S is a limit point of L-V-
C. The reason for this is that the systems in L-V-C contained in our
parameter space are only representatives of their corresponding affine
equivalence classes forced by our choosing the specific normal form of
the systems above. But as we shall later see, moving on affine orbits of
L-V-C we can obtain as a limit point of L-V-C the system S.
Other properties of S are: i) the origin is a center for S, ii) all points
at infinity of S are singular points and this is the only quadratic system
with a center in our parameter space with this property, making this
system (as well as its affine equivalents) the most degenerate one of the
systems with center, iii) S has the invariant line y− 1 = 0 and two more
affine invariant complex lines x± iy = 0. Due to ii) and iii) the system is
Darboux integrable and it has a rational quadratic first integral of degree
two. Due to the properties ii) and iii) we can apply to this system the
results on the moduli spaces constructed in [59] and obtain the following
result.
Theorem 3.2. Any symmetric system with center and with all points at
infinity as singularities is a limit point of the space of L-V-C systems.
Proof: Consider again the system S defined above. We observe that S
can be obtained from the following normal form (C2.2) occurring in [59]:
dx/dt = (x+ δ)2 + 1 + y, dy/dt = xy,
where δ ∈ R in the following way.
Consider the system S′ in this form for which δ = 0, i.e. the system
dx/dt = 1+y+x2, dy/dt = xy with phase portrait Picture C2.2(b) below
which was constructed in [59, p. 755]. We give here the full picture in [59]
which shows that the systems with the configuration of invariant lines
Config. C2.2 (having one real and two (dotted) complex invariant lines)
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correspond to two topologically distinct phase portraits, one of them
being Picture C2.2(b), the phase portrait of S and of S
′. Translating
the point (0,−1) at the origin, after denoting the new coordinates also
by x, y, the equations become: dx/dt = y + x2, dy/dt = −x + xy. By





We now consider perturbations (C2ε,δ .2) of the systems in the above
normal form found in [59, p. 771]:
dx/dt = (x+ δ)2 + 1 + y − (ε/ϕ+)y2,
dy/dt = (1 + ε)xy + (2δε(1 + ε)/ϕ+)y2,
where ϕ+(δ, ε) = δ2(ε + 1)2 + (ε − 1)2 which for ε tending to zero has
the limit ϕ+(δ, 0) = δ2 + 1 6= 0.
All the systems in (C2ε,δ .2) have the following affine invariant lines:
y = 0, y + [ε(δ ± i) + δ ∓ i](x + δ ± i) = 0 in addition to the line at
infinity. Having invariant lines of total multiplicity four we can apply
to this family results contained in [59] and [58], in particular we can
use the bifurcation diagram in the twelve parameter space R12 of coef-
ficients, which appears on [58, p. 54]. The configuration in which we
are interested here is Config. 4.2, i.e. the configuration of one real and
two complex (not real) affine invariant lines, plus the invariant line at
infinity. To determine the phase portraits for this configuration we need
the values of the following polynomial invariants: η, B3, θ, H7, µ0, G1
which appear in Table 2 of [58] and use this table.
Calculating these invariants for the systems in the perturbation we
obtain: η = −4ε4(ε − 1)2)/(ϕ+)2 so we have η < 0; B3 = 0; θ =
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8ε(1− ε2)(1+ ε)/ϕ+ so we have θ 6= 0. µ0 = −ε(1− ε2)2(1+ δ2)/(ϕ+)2,
H7 = 4(1− ε2) and G1 = 2δε2(1 − ε)2(1 + ε)[δ2(1 + ε)2 + (ε+ 3)2].
As an illustration of how the bifurcation diagram in the twelve-dimen-
sional space of coefficients can be used, we determine the phase portraits
of the systems in the perturbation, by applying here the invariants we
used in [58] and mentioned above.
We see in Table 2 of [58] that the phase portrait
Picture 4.2(c) is a phase portrait of L-V-C systems
which in our parameter space corresponds to the con-
dition C2 +4b(A+ b) < 0 (see [51]), a generic region
in this parameter space PR4. When we take δ = 0,
the family above becomes a perturbation depend-
ing on a small number ε > 0 of the system in (C2ε,δ .2) Picture 4.2(c)
with δ = 0 = ε. According to the Table 2 in [58] to obtain the por-
trait 4.2(c) we need to have η < 0, B3 = 0, θ 6= 0, H7 6= 0, µ0 < 0,
G1 6= 0. Or clearly ϕ+ > 0 and we can easily see from the formulas
above that for δ 6= 0 and  > 0, all these conditions are satisfied. So
the symmetric quadratic system with center and with the line at infinity
filled up with singularities is a limit point of systems in the class L-V-C
of the so called Lotka–Volterra systems with a center.
The above result could not be detected from our bifurcation diagram
in PR4 because this diagram only contains representatives of equivalence
relations via the groups actions.
Observation. The subset of PR4 obtained by gluing these four compo-
nents is not yet a minimal set of representatives of all quadratic sys-
tems with a center via the affine group action. Indeed, we could eas-
ily convince ourselves that the second case (L-V-C) has the symmetry
(x, y) → (−x,−y) so that to obtain a set of representatives of L-V-C
we need to make this identification. We could visualize this space as half
a disk with the opposite points on the diameter identified. A minimal
set of representatives of each class of systems with a center modulo the
group action can be obtained from PR4 after making such identifications.
The literature contains many bifurcation diagrams for families of qua-
dratic systems. They are usually done with respect to the parameters
of the corresponding normal forms. These are, up to a point, helpful for
visualizing how systems change when we change the values of the param-
eters. But as indicated by the result above, such bifurcation diagrams
do not convey to us all the interesting phenomena involved. To see these
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phenomena we would need to construct moduli spaces as described in
the next section.
For the whole family QS of quadratic systems the parameter space
is R12, the space of the twelve coefficients of the systems. Usually, for spe-
cific families, one works with normal forms which may involve a smaller
number of coefficients. The bifurcation diagram is then given in terms of
these smaller number of parameters. However, since the same systems
are sometimes considered with respect to other normal forms, it is best
to also be able to see how phase portraits change when we consider them
belonging to R12 which contains the systems of all normal forms.
The invariant polynomials can give us, for certain families, their bi-
furcation diagrams in the full 12-parameter space of coefficients, so no
matter in which normal form the systems are presented we could see
what are its neighboring points and which are the bifurcation points of
the family. For example see the bifurcation diagrams in the 12-parameter
space in [62], [57], [56], [59].
If a family is more complex, then polynomial invariants help in the
first part of the construction of the bifurcation diagram. For exam-
ple in the case of the whole family QS we can completely describe the
global behavior of the configurations of singularities at infinity in terms
of polynomial invariants (see [6]). For understanding other features of
the familyQS we would need to combine the use of polynomial invariants
with other methods such as for example geometric methods or methods
of numerical analysis (see [5]).
3.8. Moduli spaces versus parameter spaces. We cannot end this
article without mentioning here moduli spaces. The notion of moduli
space goes back to Riemann who showed that compact Riemann surfaces
of genus g depend on 3g − 3 complex parameters which Riemann called
moduli.
Moduli spaces are encountered in geometric classification problems.
As Ben-Zvi says in [13] “Moduli spaces can be viewed as geometric
solutions to geometric classification problems”. We have a set X of
geometric objects which is endowed with an equivalence relation ∼ and
we would like to see how the objects vary or modulate when they move
in X . We can form the quotient set X/∼ and usually one tries to endow
this quotient set with a structure, for example a topological or an analytic
structure or the structure of an algebraic variety.
Apart from being analytic and algebraic objects, planar polynomial
vector fields are also geometric objects. Since we are interested in clas-
sifying families of such vector fields we should be interested in moduli
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spaces which would give us geometric solutions to these geometric clas-
sification problems.
Moduli spaces are abundant in algebraic geometry, differential geom-
etry and algebraic topology and they are currently much studied. They
could be of great help. For example a moduli space (see [34]) intervened
in an essential way in the proof given by S. Donaldson of the theorem
that on four-dimensional topological manifolds we could have distinct
smooth structures.
Example 6. One of the simplest moduli spaces is the set of all 1-
dimensional subspaces of R2. These are the lines through the origin.
The set of all these lines could be given the structure of a 1-dimensional
real analytic manifold, the real projective line PR. Due to this we know
what it means to move a line analytically in this real analytic manifold.
An analytic family of lines through the origin in R2 can thus be viewed
as an analytic map M → PR from a real analytic manifold M into PR.
We say that PR is the moduli space of analytically varying families of
lines in R2, passing through the origin.
Analogously we can construct the moduli space of the set of all the 1-
dimensional subspaces of Rn+1 obtaining the real analytic manifold PRn.
Example 7. This example is described in detail in the article [13] of
the book [28]. See also [30]. Let X be the set of all compact Riemann
surfaces of genus 1 with the biholomorphism equivalence relation, i.e. two
Riemann surfaces T1, T2 of genus 1 are equivalent if and only if there
exists a bijective holomorphic map T1 → T2 which has an holomorphic
inverse. It turns out that any such Riemann surface can be obtained in
the following way:
Consider a lattice L, given by two complex numbers ω1, ω2 which
are linearly independent over the reals. Hence the quotient ω2/ω1 is
not a real number. The numbers ω1, ω2 generate the subgroup L =
{n1ω1+n2ω2 | n1, n2 ∈ Z} of C and we can form the quotient group C/L
with neutral element e which is the equivalence class of 0 ∈ C. We can
endow the quotient group C/L with the complex analytic structure in-
herited from C via the canonical map C→ C/L. We obtain in this way
a compact Riemann surface T = C/L of genus 1 which is topologically
the torus S1 × S1. Two lattices L and λL where λ ∈ C\{0} yield holo-
morphically equivalent Riemann surfaces. Therefore the set of lattices
modulo multiplication by a non-zero complex number parametrize the
genus 1 Riemann surfaces. Let us now assume that ω1, ω2 is a positively
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oriented basis on L over Z. Since n1ω1+n2ω2 = ω1(n1+n2ω) and since
lattices L and (ω1)
−1L yield holomorphic Riemann surfaces, we may as-
sume that our lattice is defined by the complex numbers 1, ω over Z and
we get ω in the upper half plane H and any ω in H determines a unique
such oriented lattice L = Z+ ωZ.
Two such Riemann surfaces T1 and T2 defined by lattices L, L
∗ are




related by ω∗ = (a11ω + a12)/(a21ω + a22), for a11, . . . , a22 ∈ Z. Thus
the set of all complex structures on a torus correspond to all complex
numbers ω ∈ H modulo the action of the group of transformations
ω → ω∗ indicated before. This resulting space could be considered as
the moduli space of the compact Riemann surfaces of genus 1.
In general one wants to endow the quotient set X/∼ with a geometric
structure depending on the problem at hand, as we illustrated in the
above examples. The set X/∼ endowed with this geometric structure
will be the moduli space associated to the classification problem.
A moduli space of polynomial vector fields with respect to the action
of the group of affine transformations and time rescaling were considered
by the author together with Vulpe in [59], where the vector fields were
quadratic and with the line at infinity filled up with singularities. It
was in this work that we noticed that the system S in the preceding
section could be perturbed to give us systems in L-V-C, phenomenon
that could only be seen on the moduli space and motivates us to study
such spaces. In [60] moduli spaces were constructed for some families of
quadratic vector fields possessing invariant lines with total multiplicity
four and having three real singularities at infinity.
As a subspace of R12, QC inherits a topological structure. Let ∼
be the affine equivalence relation. With the help of the canonical map
QC→ QC/∼ this structure induces a topology on QC/∼ where we
can talk of continuous families of elements. But it is not so easy to
understand the space QC/∼. To understand it, we need to associate to
each element of QC an object in an analogous manner to the way we
associated in Example 7, to each genus 1 compact Riemann surface, the
equivalence class of [ω] in the upper half-plane modulo the group action.
In both cases [59] and [60], where we constructed moduli spaces, we had
families of systems with invariant lines. All systems QC have invariant
curves. Systems in (L-V-C) have invariant lines, others systems in QC
have invariant conics or invariant irreducible cubic curves. This gives us
the hint of using these invariant curves occuring in systems in QC for
the purpose of giving structure to QC/∼.
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